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A CHARACTERIZATION, EXISTENCE PROOF
AND DIMENSION BOUNDS FOR

THE KERNEL OF A GAME

M. MASCHLER AND B. PELEG

The kernel of a cooperative game is a subset of the
bargaining set ^ d ( i ) . It is sensitive to symmetry relations
and their generalizations, which may exist in the characteristic
function. The present paper offers an interesting represen-
tation formula for the kernel. This formula is applied to
deriving properties of the kernel as well as practical methods
for its computation.

In particular, we provide an algebraic proof to the theorem
stating that for each coalition structure in a cooperative game
there exists a payoff in the kernel (and therefore also in the
bargaining set ^#Ί ( i )). (AH other known proofs of this theorem
are based on the Brouwer fixed-point theorem.) We also prove
that the maximal dimension of the kernel of an ?? -person game
is n — [logz(n — J)] — 2, and this bound is sharp.

Two players in a game are called symmetric, if the game
remains invariant when these players exchange roles. One
generalizes this concept by defining a player k to be more
desirable than a player I, if player k always contributes not
less than player I by joining coalitions which contain none of
these players. It turns out that the payoffs in the kernel
always preserve the order determined by the desirability re-
lations. This fact may simplify the representation formula
significantly.

Introduction and general background* Let O be an ̂ -person co-
operative game with side payments, and let it be known that its partici-
pants are trying to form a certain coalition-structure. How could or should
each coalition divide its proceeds among its members? Attempting to
answer this question by imposing certain stability requirements on the
outcomes, R. J. Aumann and M. Maschler have introduced in [1] various
bargaining sets, the most important of which is the bargaining set
^ C ( ΐ ) . (This particular set is especially treated in M. Davis and
M. Maschler [3] and in B. Peleg [9].)

The study of some existence theorems for ^££{) led M. Davis and
M. Maschler [4] to construct a subset J%Γ of this bargaining set,
called the kernel of the game G. Being a subset of ^£^\ each outcome
in the kernel possesses the same stability properties which characterize
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the outcomes of ^//£i]. Moreover, it turns out that the kernel pos-
sesses many interesting mathematical properties, especially reflecting
many symmetries that may exist in G. It seems that it represents
a certain central portion of the bargaining set, though this aspect
deserves further study. From the intuitive point of view, however,
the arguments that the players will prefer outcomes in the kernel to
other outcomes in the bargaining set are not too convincing (see [4]).
At most, the kernel represents a very restrictive type of negotiation.
However, if the units of the payoffs represent interpersonally compared
units of utility, the kernel also represents payoffs which reflect a certain
balance of power among the members. (See the definition in §2.) (See
also [7], [8].)

Being what it is, the kernel is easier to handle than the bargain-
ing set and it is more amenable to computations. As a matter of fact,
this paper has been stimulated by the results of computing the kernel
for all the 4 and 5-person weighted majority games, work conducted
by R. J. Aumann, B. Peleg and P. Rabinowitz [2],

Unlike other papers, in which the results were mainly obtained
by a direct study of the inequalities which define the kernel and the
various bargaining sets, the present paper stems from a new character-
ization of the kernel by a representation formula, based on separation
relations induced by sets of coalitions (§4). The separation relations
are defined and studied in § 3. They lead to interesting problems of
algebraic and combinatorial nature which are discussed throughout the
paper. In particular, it is shown how to construct sets of coalitions
which possess certain separation relations (§8).

The representation formula describes the kernel as a finite union
of closed and convex polyhedra. At first sight, the formula looks
much more complicated than the original definition of the kernel;
however, its great power is revealed in almost any subsequent section.
For example, it yields a completely algebraic proof that for every game
(and corresponding to every coalition structure) there exist payoffs in
the kernel (§5). This result has previously been proved by the use of
the Brouwer fixed-point theorem (see [3], [4] and [9]). A by-product
of the method of the proof is the quite surprising fact that the kernel
always intersects the core of the game, if the core is not empty.

The study of the separation relations and the representation formula
enables one to determine the maximal dimension of the kernel of an
^-person game (§6). It equals precisely n — [log2 (n — 4)] — 2 (where,
"[ ]" means, "the integral part of").1 In addition to its theoretical
interest, this result is important in devising a program for computing

1 The term V2 is needed in order to make the formula correct also for 1-person
games.
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the kernel (see [2] §6).
There is an enormous number of polyhedra which appear in the

representation formula. Experience in computation shows, however,
that most of them are either empty sets or are contained in a few
of them. For computation purposes, one is interested in screening
out a priori those polyhedra which are superfluous. The problem is
two-fold:

(1) To determine which polyhedra are superfluous for all games
(§7).

(2) To determine which polyhedra are superfluous due to the fact
that the characteristic function happens to possess certain properties
(§§ 10 and 11).

For example, two players in a game are called symmetric if the
game remains invariant when these players exchange roles. We
generalize this concept by defining a player k to be more desirable
than a player I, if player k always contributes not less than player
I by joining coalitions which contain none of these players. These
desirability relations were studied by J. R. Isbell [6] in the case of
simple games. It turns out that the payoffs in the kernel always
preserve the order determined by the desirability relations. If many
of them exist, one is able to reduce the representation formula quite
significantly (§ 10).

Three examples are provided in § 10, in order to illustrate how
to use the theoretical results for actual computation of the kernel of
a game.

A similar, but essentially different, method of reduction is pre-
sented in § 11.

2* Notation and basic definitions* We shall be concerned with
an %-person cooperative game G — (N; v), with side payments, described
by the set N= {1, 2, , n} of n players and the characteristic function
v — v(S), which maps the nonempty subsets of N, called coalitions,
into the real numbers. v(S) will be called the value of the coalition S,
and the characteristic function will be normalized by the requirement.2

(2.1) v(i) = 0, i = 1,2, • . - , * .

We do not require v(S) to be super-additive, but in order to avoid
trivial restrictions on the coalition structures, we shall assume

(2.2) v(S) ^ 0 for each coalition S (see (2.4)).

2 For simplicity, commas and brackets will be omitted whenever there is no
question of ambiguity. Thus, v(i) will be written instead of v({i}), and v(12) will
mean v({l, 2}) and not v(
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When such a game is being played, presumably the players par-
tition themselves into coalitions, and each coalition formed distributes
its value among its members. It is reasonable to assume that each
player receives at least the amount he can get by playing as a 1-
person coalition (individual rationality). Thus, an outcome of the game
can be represented by an individually rational payoff configuration
(i.r.p.c.)

(2.3) (x; <&) = (xu x2, , xn; Blf B2, . , Bm) .

Here, & = {Bu B2, , Bm} is a partition of N into coalitions
and it is called the coalition structure (c.s). x — (xly x2, , xn) — the
payoff vector (p.v.) — is a point in the cartesian product of m simplexes

= X*1 x XB* x x X*-, where

(2.4) XBJ = ix*s: Σ χi = *>(#/)> «* ̂  0, ΐ e JBΛ , i = 1, 2, . . . , m ,

and xBΐ is a fc ptuple resulting from x by considering only the coordinates
indexed by the members of B3, (kd being the number of players in B3).

In [4], Davis and Maschler introduced the concept of the kernel
^Γ = SΓ(G) of the game G:

Let (x; &) be an i.r.p.c, and let S be an arbitrary coalition (not
necessarily in &). We call

ies

the excess of S with respect to (x; &). It represents the amount
that S can gain (lose, if e(S) < 0), if its members leave (x; &) and
form their own coalition.

Consider two players k and { who belong to the same coalition in
&. Denote by J7~kΛ the set of coalitions which contain player k and
do not contain player I; i.e.,

(2.6) ^-ktl = {S:keS,l$S,SczN} .

The maximum excess of k over I, with respect to (x; &) is defined
to be

(2.7) sktl = sktl(x) = max e(S) .

We also say that player k outweighs player I, with respect to
(x, &), and denote this by k > i, if sk>ι > sltk and xx > 0. We say
that two players k and I are in equilibrium with respect to (x; &),
and denote this by k f& I, if neither k > ϊ nor I > fc, with respect to
(a?; ^ ) . Thus,
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(2.8) k &l<=> (sk)l — sUk)xι <L 0 and (suk — sk>ι)xk ^ 0 .

Two players who belong to different coalitions in &} are always
said to be in equilibrium.

Although > is a transitive relation, it can be shown that ^ may
contain intransitivities. (See [4].)

A coalition Bjy Bά e &, is said to be balanced with respect to an
i.r.p.c. (x; &), if each pair of players in Bό is in equilibrium.

DEFINITION 2.1. The kernel SΓ = ST(G) of a game G is the set
of all the i.r.p.c.'s having only balanced coalitions.

The set of all vectors x such that (x, ̂ ) e 3Z~ is clearly a finite
union of closed convex polyhedra. A priori these may be enormous in
number, even for games with 4 or 5 players; yet experience indicates
that many of the systems of inequalities defining the polyhedra have
no solution. In fact, in computing kernels for many 4 and 5-person
games, we never came across more than 4 polyhedra composing the
kernel.

One of the objects of this work will be to characterize these poly-
hedra and to analyze the structure of the kernel. We shall then use
the results to give algebraic existence proofs, to establish an upper
bound for the dimension of the kernel and to develop techniques for
computing the kernel.

To simplify the exposition, we shall focus our attention on i.r.p.c.?s
whose coalition-structure is the grand coalition N. Most results can
easily be extended to other coalition structures, and the main ones will
be stated without proofs. For this reason, except in Theorem 4.6, 6.7
and 9.3a, the term payoff vector will henceforth denote an ^-dimensional
nonnegative vector, the sum of whose coordinates equals v(N); i.e., a
point in X(N) (see (2.4)). Similarly, contrary to the general definition,
we shall write x e J>Γ if and only if (x; N)e

3* Separation relations induced by a set of coalitions* Let 2$
be a set of coalitions whose members belong to a set N of players.

( i ) We shall say that two players k and I separate each other
by &, or are separated by ^ , if there exist coalitions A and B in
& such that keA,l$A,leB,k£B; i.e.,

(3.1) keAe&n *ThΛ and I e B e & n ^Ί,* .

(ii) We shall say that players k and I are inseparable by 3f, if
each coalition of & either contains both players or contains none of
them. In other words,

(3.2) keAe& if and only if
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(iii) We shall say that player k separates player I out by £&, if
there exists a coalition A in & such that ke A, Ig A, whereas every
coalition in 3? which contains player I contains also player k; i.e.,

(3.3) ί GiG^ΠΛi,

(3.4) leBe 3 ϊ i m p l i e s k e B .

Clearly, any two players either separate each other or are insepa-
rable or one separates the other out and only one of these relations
holds for them for a fixed ϋ^.

The above separation concepts can be generated by a weak partial
order relation k*t&l which means: every coalition in 3ϊ which contains
I also contains k. With this notation, k — ^l if and only if k and I
are inseparable in ϋ^. The relation =& is an equivalence relation.
Also, k and I separate each other if and only if they are incomparable
by Ξ> ;̂ and k > &1 if and only if k separates I out by £&.

We shall often be interested only in separation relations among
players who belong to a subset T of N, (allowing, of course, for the
coalitions in & to contain also members of N— T). In this con-
nection it makes a difference if a player k who separates a player I
out, for I G T, belongs or does not belong himself to T. Accordingly,

(iv) We shall say that a player I in T is separated out by £^,
with respect to T, if ke T and k separates I out by ϋ^.

Let ^ be a set of coalitions and let T be a subset of N; then
there exists a unique partition of T,

(3.5) Γ = Γ 1 u 2 τ

ί U U Γ , U F{3f, T) ,

which has the following properties:
( i ) F(&, T) is the set of players who are separated out by ^ ,

with respect to T.
(ii) Tlf , Tu are the equivalence classes generated by the relation

= 3^ on the players who are maximal in the relation > ^ .
We shall refer to {Tu T2, , Tu, F{&, T)} as the partition of T

induced by 2<$. The following is a direct consequence of the definitions:

LEMMA 3.1. The partition {T19 T2, •••, Tu, F(&, T)}, of T, in-
duced by a set of coalitions 3f has the following properties:

( i ) Two players in the same Tjy j = l,2, ",u, are always
inseparably by 3$.

(ii) A player in Ti and a player in Tjy i Φ j , are always
separated by Sf.

(iii) If ke Td, j = 1, 2, , u, and I e F{&, T), then either k
separates I out by &, in which case every player of T3 separates
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player I out, or both players are separated bys 3ί.
(iv) / / IG F(&, T), then there exists a player k in a set T3,

1 ^ i ^ u, such that k separates I out by 3f.
(v) If 2$ contains a coalition which intersects but does not

contain T, then, the partition contains at least two sets; otherwise, the
partition is T itself.

4* A representation of the kernel* Let T be a subset of
N — {1, 2, , n}; we denote by ^(T) the set of coalitions which
intersect T but do not contain T:

(4.1) U
k,ιeτ

Let x be a payoff vector in a game (N; v), we shall construct a
profile of x in the following way:

Denote by qx — {IV} the 1-elerηent set, whose element 27 = N is
the set of all the players. Denote by δ^x) — (&(N, x)) the vector
having one component, where this component £&{N, x) consists of all the
coalitions in <g%W) whose excess with respect to x is maximal.

(4.2) &(N, x) = {S :Se^(N), e(S, x) ^ e(T, x) for all Te

Denote by s^x) this maximum excess; i.e.,

(4.3) s,(x) = Max e(S, x) .

The coalitions of &{N, x) induce the partition

of the set Tl (see (3.5)). Let q2 = q2(x) = {Γί, Tl, , Tl) be the set
of the equivalence classes of the players in N — Fϊ(&(N, x), N). We
continue inductively (see figure):

T} = N

τι
T} Ί

Ti Ft Ti

— o —
• o

Ί

1 3

•

F!
O

Ti

•

T!

Λrr4

•O

Fi
O

τι
Tl

1 4

Tl

Ti

ET3

O

Suppose that qr = ?r(a?) = {ΓΓ, Γ2

r, , Γ;r} has been defined. Consider

3 Any one of the separation relations can hold for two players in F(&, T).
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the set <&{qr) = <&(T{) U ̂ {Tζ) U U &(Tr

%), consisting of all the
coalitions, each of which intersects, and does not contain, at least one
of the sets Tj, j — 1, 2, , ur. Among the coalitions in ^(qr) select
the set &(qr, x) consisting of those coalition in c^{qr) which attain a
maximal excess; i.e.,

(4.4) &(qr, x) = {S :Se^(qr), e(S, x) ^ e(T, x) for all Te ^

The coalitions in 2${qr, x) generate ur sets:

(4.5) ^ ( r ; , x) = &{qr, x) n ^ (T;) , i - l, 2 , . . . , ur

consisting of those coalitions of maximum excess which happen to be
in <gf (Γj), i = 1, 2, , wr. Denote by δr(x) = (^(Γf, α), ̂ ( Γ f , α), ,
^ ( Γ ; r , x)) the ^r-tuple of these &(Tr

ά,x)'am It may well happen
that some of its components are the same sets and that some are the
empty set. The latter case will always occur e.g., if T) is a single
player. However, if r^{qr) is not empty then &(qr, x) contains at
least one coalition. It c{f{qr) is not empty, denote by sr(x) the excess
of the coalitions in £&(qr, x); i.e.,

(4.6) sr(x) = Max β(S, x) .
S β ( )

Clearly

(4.7) s^x) > s2{x) > .. ,

as long as the sequence is defined.

Each set ^ ( Γ j , x), j = 1, 2, , ur, induces a partition

TO1, Γjί1, , Γί«, Fί+I(^(Γ;, x), r;)}

of T^ (see (3.5)). Renumber all the equivalence classes in these
partitions lexicographically in the lower indices and thus obtain the
set qr+1 = qr+1(x) = {Tϊ+1, Γ2

r+1, , T;+^}. Continue this process until
you arrive at gw. The set

P = P(χ) = {9l; g2, ί ? ; ? 8, Fϊ, , ί ϊ a ; ί n , Ff, , F ^ _ J

is called £Ae profile generated by α;. Its subsets which are dis-
tinguished by semicolons are called its first stage, second stage, etc.

LEMMA 4.1. Let P be a profile generated by a payoff vector x
in a game G. The members of qn are single players.

Proof. If ^(qr) is not empty, then £&(qr, x) contains at least
one coalition. Such a coalition belongs to at least one of the classes
^ ( T ; ) , j = 1, 2, , ur. By part (v) of Lemma 3.1 the partition of Tj,
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induced by ^ ( Γ j , x), contains at least two sets. The statement now
follows from the fact that exactly n players participate in the game.

THEOREM 4.2. In order that a payoff vector x belong to the
kernel of a game G, it is necessary and sufficient that the players
who are separated out at each stage of the profile generated by x
receive a zero payment in x.

Proof. Let x e J%Γ% Suppose that a player I belongs to an
Fϊ+1(&(T% x)) of the profile. There exists a player k in Tr

ά who
separated I out by ^ ( Γ j , x). Note that k and I belong to the same
equivalence classes of the 1st, 2nd, , r th stages of the profile; hence
none of the coalitions of ^~kΛ and J7~lth has an excess greater than
sr(x). (See (4.7).) Moreover, since k has separated I out by £&(Tj, x),
it follows from (4.4) and (4.5) that skyl = sr(x) and slfk < sr(x). Thus
xx — 0, because x e 5ΐ~.

We omit the proof of the converse statement, since it will be a
direct consequence of Theorem 4.3 (see Remark 4.4).

We shall now generate "abstract" profiles which depend only on
the set N of the players and not on the particular game and the
particular characteristic function.

Starting from the set qλ — {N}, we shall define inductively sets
#2, Qs9 - *, Qn and vectors δu δ2, , δn_λ as follows: Suppose that the
set qr = {Tΐ, Tl, , Tr

u) has been defined, where Tj, j = 1, 2, , ur,
are disjoint subsets of N. From each class ^ ( Γ j ) , j = 1, 2, « ,%r,
choose a subset ^ ( Γ j ) , such that, if ^ ( Γ f ) U ^(Tζ) U ••• U ^{Tr

u)
is not empty, at least one of the sets £^(TJ), j — 1, 2, , ur, is not
empty. Introduce the notation:

(4.8) &(qr) = Ξf(T{) U 3ί(Tl) U U

(4.9) δr = δr(gr) = (ϋr(Γί), ^ ( Γ ί ) , r

Each ^ ( Γ ; ) , i = 1, 2, , ur, induces a partition

on the set Γj (see (3.5).) Renumber all the equivalence classes in
these partitions lexicographically in the lower indices and thus obtain
the set qr+1 = {T[+\ Tζ+\ , Γ ^ J . Continue with this process until
you arrive at qn. The set

P = P(δu δtt • , dκ_,) = {qi; qt, Ft, qn, F?, • , F;^)

is called the profile generated by the sequence δu δu , δn^.
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LEMMA 4.1a. Let Pbea profile generated by a sequence 3U S2, ,dn_l9

The members of qn are single players.

The proof is similar to the proof given in Lemma 4.1.
Let P be a profile over a set of players N, generated by a sequence

δu δ2i , δn_ lβ Consider a game (N; v). For each set

), r = 1,2, . . - , w - l , i = 1,2, . . . ,w r ,

consider the set X ^ ϋ ^ T j ) , Γj) of payoff vectors that have vanishing
coordinates for the players in F(£^(T7-), Tfj, and, moreover, attain in
the coalitions of &(Tr

3) an excess which is maximal for the coalitions
in <if(TJ) i.e.,

), β(S, α) Ξ> β(T, s)

(4.10) whenever Se ^( T;) and Γ e £f(T;),

α;f = 0 for i e F ( ^ ( T ; ) , T;)} .

Clearly, -Xί(^(Γ;), Γ;) = X(iV) (see (2.4)) if ^ ( Γ ; ) is empty.

THEOREM 4.3. / / <?!, δ2, , δn_x is a sequence generating a profile
P over a set of players N who participate in a game (N; v) then

(4.H) n n -Xi(^(r;), rj)c
r=l i=l

Proof. Let α; belong to the left hand side of (4.11). Suppose
that there exist players k, I such that k & I with respect to x. We
shall prove by induction on r that in each qr = {Tί, Tζ, •••, T;'r} in
P, r = 1, 2, , n, there exists a set Γ^ which contains both players,
contrary to Lemma 4.1a. This is certainly true for r — 1 since qx —
{ΛΓ}. Suppose it is true for a particular r, and let A: and I belong to
Tj. Both sk>ι and si>fc are attained in coalitions of the class ^ ( Γ ; ) ,
because ^ ^ c ^ Γ j ) and J ^ , f c c ί f ( T ). Consider the set ^ ( Γ ; ) .
If fe and i are separated by ^ ( Γ j ) , then by (4.10), ŝ ,z = sz,fc, because
xe Xii&iTj), Tj). If one of the players, say player ϊ, is separated
out by &(Tj) and the other is not separated out, then, by (4.10),

(4.12) sktl = Max e(S, a?) ,
()

and therefore sΛfZ ^ sz,/ί;. Moreover, by (4.10), a?j = 0. If both players
are separated out by ^ ( Γ j ) , then xfc = xt — 0. In all these cases
k P& I with respect to x, contrary to our assumption. Thus, both k
and I are inseparable by ^ ( T j ) , and therefore belong to the same set
in qr+1. This concludes the proof.
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REMARK 4.4. Note that it may well happen that x belongs to the
right hand side of (4.11) and yet P is not a profile generated by x.
We allow in (4.10) that x attains maximum excess (for the coalitions in
^(Tj)) also in coalitions outside of ^ ( T j ) . Moreover, this maximum
excess need not be equal to sr(x) (see (4.6)); i.e., it need not be the
same for all the classes ^(Tj),j = 1,2, --*,ur. However, if P(x) is a
profile generated by a payoff vector x and if x satisfies the conditions
of Theorem 4.2 then x belongs to

fϊί n Xi(&(T;.9 x), r ; ) ,
r=l 3=1

where ^ ( Γ j , x) are defined by (4.5). Consequently, x belongs to <5Γ.
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.2.

It will be most useful to combine both theorems in the following
fashion: Starting with qx = {iV}, let #(&) be the set of all the
nonempty subsets &(N) of ^(N). Each δx = (&(N)) defines a
$2 = Qz(S±) = {TΊ2, JΓ2

2, •••, ΐ ^ J . Suppose that we have arrived at a
gr = qr(δr-ι) = {T{, T{, . . . , Γ;r}, let tffo.) be the set of all possible
vectors δr (see (4.8) and (4.9)). Each element of &(qr) generates a
qr+1 = qr+i(δr), and so on. We obtain a sequence #(&), #(&),
For each element δr in a ϋ{qr) we introduce the notation

(4.13) X&, qr) = n

THEOREM 4.5. The kernel of a game G is given by

= U U U n-XΊ(«r, «r) .
δiS^gΊ) δ2€13(g2) δw_1e5(g' ί 4_ ] L) r = l

The above results hold with a few obvious modifications if the
coalition structure is different from N. For example, Theorem 4.5
generalizes as follows:

THEOREM 4.6. Let G be an n-person cooperative game and let
& be a coalition structure in G. An i.r.p.c. (x; &) (see (2.3))
belongs to JίΓiβ) if and only if x belongs to the right hand side of
(4.14), where the inductive definition of the various symbols starts
with q1 = & and X(N) in (4.10) is replaced by X(&) (see (2.4)).

5* Existence of the kernel* Intersection with the core*

Using the Brouwer fixed point theorem, it has been proved in [4]
that for each coalition structure & there exists a payoff vector x
such that (x, &) e 3ίΓ. (See also [9].) In the first part of this section
we shall prove this result using only algebraic methods. Again, only
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the case of the coalition structure N will be treated, but a similar
proof holds in the general case.

LEMMA 5.1.4 Let (N; v) be an n-person game and let ^ be a
fixed set of coalitions. Let π be a closed convex polyhedron in X(N}<
(see (2.4)), then there exists a point ζ such that

(5.1) Min Max e(S, x) = Max e(S, ζ) .

Proof. For each point x in π there exists a coalition in <ĝ  for
which e(S, x) is maximal, because cέ? is a finite set. Consequently, if
<g> — {Su S2, , Sm} there exists a covering {πu π2, , πm] of π such
that π3- consists of points x in π for which Max5 e(S, x) is attained in
Sj, j = 1, 2, , m. Each TΓ̂  is a closed convex polyhedron since it is
given by a system of linear weak inequalities.5 Clearly, Min^e^. e(SJ9 x)
is attained at a vertex of πό; hence the required point ζ is one of a
finite set of points.

THEOREM 5.2. Let (N; v) be a cooperative game. There exists a
point x such that x e 3ίΓ.

Proof. Let ξι be a point in X(N) such that

(5.2) Min Max e(S, x) = Max e(S, ζ1) ,
sec

and such that the number of coalitions in C^(N) which attain this
maximum excess with respect to ξ1 is the smallest possible.

Let {Tl, Tl , Tl2 F\(Sf{N, ξ1), N)} be the second stage of the
profile generated by ζ\ (the first stage being {27} = {N}). (See (4.2).)
We shall show that ξ] = 0 for i e F\{&{N, ί1), N). Suppose ζ} > 0 for
I in Fl(&(N, f1), N); we look for a player k in a Tξ, who separates
player I out by &{N, ζ1). Note that skΛ{ζι) = s^ξ1) > s^^ξ1) (see (4.3)).
Player k demands and receives from player I the positive amount6

Min {{skΛ(ζι) — suk(ξι))l2, ξ]). Examining the change which results on
the various excesses, we find that:

( i ) the excess does not change for the coalitions which either
contain both k and I or contain neither of these players.

(ii) it strictly decreases for the coalitions in J7~ktX.
(iii) it strictly increases for the coalitions in ^l , f c , but it still

remains less than s^ξ1) for them.
Denote by ζ1* the new payoff vector, we observe that ζ1* £ X(N),

4 We are indebted to M. Rabin for the very simple algebraic proof given here.
5 See D. Gale [5].
6 Any positive amount smaller than this one will also do.
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and that the number of coalitions which have received the excess s^ξ1)
strictly decreased. Thus, either s^ξ1*) < ^(f1), or s^ξ1*) — s^ξ1) but
fewer coalitions attain this excess with respect to ξ1* than with respect
to f1. Both cases are impossible because of the choice of f1. The
contradiction shows that ζ\ = 0.

Define q1 = {N}y δ, = (&(N, f1)) and construct X^u qt). Clearly,
X^lf <ft) is not empty, because it contains the point ξ1.

We proceed by induction: Suppose that δu δ2, , δr_u 1 ^ r ^ n — 1,
have been defined, such that they determine the first r stages of a
profile and such that XΓ1 = Π&1 Xi(K Q*) ^ Φ Let f be a point in
XΓ1 such that

(5.3) Min Max e(S, x) = Max e(S, ξr) ,
a e i f " 1 se <& (gr) se & (qr)

and such that the number of coalitions in ^{qr) which attain this
maximum excess, sr(ξr), with respect to ξr is the smallest possible.
These coalitions form the class ϋ^(gr, ί

r) which determines the %r-tuple
dr(?) = (&(Tir, ί r), , ̂ ( Γ ; r , r)) (see (4.5)). Each set ^ ( Γ ; , r ) , i =
1,2, ,Mr, induces a partition Γ j 1 , Γ;,V, , Γ ^ . ; F ; + 1 ^ ( T j , r ) , Γj)of Γ;.

As in the first stage, we shall show, by arriving at a contradiction,
that ίί = 0 for £ e F ; + 1 ( ^ ( T j , fr), Γ;). Indeed, if there exists a player
Z who has been separated out by ^ ( T j , ίr)» a n ( i ίί > 0, we look for
player k in a ΓJ+1 who has separated player I out. The players k and
I were inseparable in the first r stages of the profile. In particular,
k, I e Trj. Since ^~ktl c <ίf (Γ;) c 9f (gr) and J^, f c c ΐ f (T;) c ^(g r ) , it
follows that skίl(ξr) = sr(ξr) and sltk(ξr) < sr(fr). Thus, player k can
demand and receive from player I the positive amount

We shall first show that the resulting payof vector ξr* is in X{~\
Indeed, since i f (&) =) <if (g2) Z) D ̂ (g r ) , it follows that s^Γ) ^
θ2(ίr) ^ ^ sr(fr). The transition from ξr to ξr* does not aίfect the
-excesses of the coalitions in ^(q*), v — 1, 2, , r — 1, since these
coalitions either contain k and ϊ or contain neither of them. On
the other hand, no coalition's excess in ^(qr) increases beyond
•sr(ξr). Consequently, the excesses of the various coalitions in
&{q^), v — 1, 2, , r — 1, remain maximal with respect to ξr\ More-
over, players who were separated out in the first r stages continue to
receive a zero payment in ξr*.

Just as in the case of f1 we find that either sτ(ζr*) < sr(ξr) or
sr(ξr*) = sr(ξr) but fewer coalitions attain it with respect to ξr*; hence
the desired contradiction.

Defining δr = δr(ξr), we have proved that X{ = f]Ui Xi(δi9 qt) is
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not empty, since it contains the point ζr. Continue until r = n — l y

and you obtain, by Theorem 4.3, a nonempty polyhedron in the kernel
of the game.

Unlike the proof given in [4], this proof shows directly that if the
coefficients of the characteristic function are taken from any ordered
field, then there exists a point in the kernel whose coordinates are in
the ordered field7. The same method of proof can be used to obtain
other properties of the kernel, as we shall presently see. We shall
start with the concept of the ε-core which has been introduced by
L. S. Shapley and M. Shubik8 [12].

DEFINITION 5.3. The ε-core, ε ^ 0, in a game (N; v) is the set
of payoff vectors x which satisfy

(5β4) e(S, x) ^ ε for each coalition S.

The 0-core is, of course, the usual core of the game.

THEOREM 5.4. If the ε-core of a game is not empty, it contains
a point in the kernel9.

Proof. Let C be the ε-core. The proof runs exactly as the
proof of Theorem 5.2, except that X(N) in (5.2) should be replaced
by X(N) Π C, and XΓι in (5.3) should be replaced by XΓ1 Π C The
only thing that should be clarified is that the transition from ζr to
ζr* does not take us out of the ε-core. This is indeed the case, since

Sl(n rg Sl(r) ^ ε.
Theorem 5.4 is quite surprising since there is no apparent a priori

connection between the core conception and the ideas involved in the
kernel. One can easily construct games with nonempty core in which
the kernel contains points outside the core. Other games exist, where
the kernel is properly contained in the core. Observing that the bar-
gaining set ^ ^ ( i ) contains the core10 and that the kernel is a subset of
^f;(?), suggests that the "reason" that Theorem 5.4 works should be

7 An indirect proof runs as follows: The inequalities (2.8) which determine the
kernel can be written as a system of linear inequalities in the variables v{B) and
xι, with coefficients which are —1,0 or 1. The inequalities are connected by the
words "and" and "or". By projection, we can successively eliminate the variables
(see e.g., [1]). The existence of a point in the kernel is therefore equivalent to
the assertion that at least one of a set of inequalities ai>βi, '• ,am>βm involving
rational numbers is true. The fact that it is true is a consequence of any existence
proof whether algebraic or not, and for any particular ordered field. This implies
the existence in every ordered field.

8 Shapley and Shubik use the term "strong ε-core".
9 If one defines an ε-core for ε<0, by restricting (5.4) to the coalitions of r^(N)v

the theorem is still true.
10 An obvious modification of the bargaining set contains the ε-core.
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found by studying the location of the kernel in the bargaining set.
Such a study, we believe, is worthwhile.

6* The maximal dimension of the kernel* Let G be an
^-person game. The kernel SΓ{G) is a finite union of closed and
convex polyhedra:

(6.1) 3ίΠβ) = Cγ U C2 U U Cμ .

The dimension d(^(G)) of J3Γ(G) is defined to be the dimension of
a highest dimensional polyhedron C^ i.e.,

(6.2) d(JΓ(G)) = Max d(C<), i = 1, 2, , μ .

The dimension of J3Γ{G) does not depend, of course, on the particular
choice of polyhedra whose union is the kernel.

There arises the problem of determining how high the dimension
can be for a given n. Accordingly, we define:

(6.3) d(n) — Max {d{^£~(G)): G runs over all ^-person games}.

In this section we shall prove that1 1 d(n) = n — 2 — [Iog2(n — 4)], and
at the end of the section we shall give sharp bounds to the dimension
of the kernel for coalition structures different from N.

The proof itself applies the results of Section 4, yet it is carried
on through a series of lemmas, interesting for their own sake. The
main result is of theoretical as well as of computational importance.

Let N — {1, 2, , n} and let S be a subset of N (which may be
the empty set). We denote by χs the characteristic vector of S; i.e.,
Z* = α ί , Z ί , •• ,ZΪ), where χf = 1 if ieS and χf = 0 if i g S .

If & is a set of subsets of N, we denote generically by &*
the set of the characteristic vectors of the elements of <^; i.e.,

DEFINITION 6.1. A nonempty set £& of subsets of N will be
called completely separating, if every two players of N separate each
other by £&. It is called minimal completely separating if no proper
subset of Sf is completely separating.

The following lemma is of basic importance.

LEMMA 6.2. Let 2? be a nonempty completely separating set of
coalitions of N = {1, 2, , n}. There exist Xn = 2 + [log2 (n — i)]
linearly independent vectors a{1\ α(2), •• , α ( λ w ) in &*, such that if
χN = Cla

{1) + + cna
{λ^ then c4 ^ 0, i = 1, 2, , Xn.

11 [α] will denote in this section the integral part of a.
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Proof. For n = 1 the lemma is obvious. If n ~ 2, then ^ *
must contain the λ2 = 2 vectors (1,0) and (0,1). These are linearly
independent and (1,1) = (1,0) + (0,1). We continue by induction. Suppose
the lemma is true for all the values nu nx < n, n > 2 and let &
satisfy the conditions of the lemma. Without loss of generality, we
may assume that ^ is a minimal completely separating set. Let
a — Xτ £ &*. We distinguish two cases:

Case 1. I T\ ^ [(n + l)/2], where | T\ denotes the number of
players in T. We restrict ourselves to the players of T and form
the set 3?τ = (&/T) - {T} = {S n T : S e &, S n T φ T). ^ Γ is a
completely separating set of subsets of T (not necessarily minimal).
By the induction hypothesis there exist λ|ΪM | T|-dimensional vectors,
άa\ ά{2\ •• ,α ( λ ι r ι ) , in 3$τ* v/hich are linearly independent and such
that if χτ = cxα

(1) + + cλ{τ{ά
iλ\^ then c, ^ 0, i = 1, 2, , Xm.

Each vector aiί] is a restriction of at least one vector a{i) in ^ * to
the players of T; i.e., ά{ί) = a{ί)/T where a{i) e &*, ί = 1, 2, , λ jΓ1.
Having fixed one such choice, let a{1) = χΓl, , α(M) — χTu, where u —
λl2*|, we shall prove that a, a{1\ , α ( λ ' ϊ ίi ) are linearly independent.
Indeed, α ( 1 ), •• ,α(λi27i) are linearly independent. If

then, since χτ = Σιϊ±ΐ{ci&{i)> it follows that c< ̂  0, i = 1,2, ,λl2Γl. In
other words, a — c^α^^ + + cipa

iip) where p ^ λ12Ί and c^ > 0 for
j — 1, 2, , p. Consequently, Uy=i ^M = ^> because α has vanishing
coordinates for members which are not in T. Thus, if k e T and I $ T,
there exists a coalition T{j, I ^ j <^ p, which contains k and does not
contain I. Consider the set & — {T}. Since ^ is a completely
separating set, it follows that ϋ ^ — {T} is a completely separating
set. This contradicts the assumption that & is a minimal completely
separating set.

We shall now prove that if

(6.4) χN = cα + ^α ( 1 ) + + c λ | 7 , ,α ( λ m ) ,

then c ^ 0 and c, ^ 0, i = 1, , λ,Γ1.
If (6.4) holds, then χτ = cχτ + c.ά^ + + c λ l 2 M α ( λ | r | ) , hence

(1 - c) χτ = c,a{1) + + c λ m α ( λ m ) .
Consequently, by the induction hypotheses, either c ^ 1 and ĉ  ̂  0

or c > 1 and ĉ  ̂  0, for all i, i = 1, 2, , λ m . By the minimal property
of &, a must have at least one vanishing coordinate; therefore, it is
not possible that some of the c/s are negative and the rest take a
zero value. Consequently, c4 ^ 0 for all i, i = 1, 2, -, λ,Γ!. There
remains to show that c ^ 0. Let keT and ί g Γ. If c < 0, then, by
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(6.4), Σ ^ 1 W™ > 1 = Σ ^ i 1 c&?\ where af is the p-th coordinate of
a{i\ Since all the c/s are nonnegative, it follows that there exists a
coalition T3,1 ^j :g \τ\> which contains player k and does not contain
player I. As previously, this implies that £& — {T} is a completely
separating set, contrary to the minimal property of &.

Finally, since | T\ ^ [(n+ l)/2], it follows that Xm ^ λ , - l . This
proves the lemma for case 1.

Case 2. \ N - T\ ^ [(n + l)/2]. We restrict ourselves to the
players N - T and form the set &N_τ = {S Π (N - T): S e &}. By
the induction hypothesis there exist Xp linearly independent vectors
α ( 1 ) , . ,^ ( λ j ) ) in &*s-*, where p.= \N-T\, and such that if χN~τ =
cxα

(1) + + cλ^αλ* then c< ̂  0, i — 1,2,«- , xp. We choose vectors α (1) =
χ*Ί9 ...f a{u) = χ27^ in ^ * , where % = λp, such that α(i)/ΛΓ - T = α ( ί ),
ί = 1, 2, , Xp. Clearly,α , α ( 1 ), , a{λp) are linearly independent, for,
otherwise, a = C!α(1) + + cλ α

( λ ί ? ), and, since α has vanishing coordi-
nates for indices in N — T, 0 = cjxw + + cλ άiλp\ which is impossible.

If χN = ca + cxa
w + h c λ ^ ( λ ί ) ) then χ^-Γ = c.a^ + h c^^;

hence, by the induction hypothesis, c{ ^ 0, i = 1,2, , Xp. If c < 0, then
an argument similar to the one given in case 1 shows that 2$ — {T}
is a completely separating set, contrary to the minimal property of i ^ .

As in case 1, since \N- T\ ^ [(n + l)/2], it follows that Xp ^
Xn — 1. This proves the lemma also in the second case.

COROLLARY 6.3. If ^ is a nonempty completely separating set
of subsets of N = {1, 2, , n}9 n ^ 2, έfcew ^ * contains Xn vectors
aa\ , α ( λ w ), sucΛ, that the vectors a{2) — α { 1 ), , a{λn) — α ( 1 ) are line-
arly independent and %N is not a linear combination of a{i) — aa\

Proof. The vectors α(1), α ( 2 ), aiλ^ of Lemma 6.2 satisfy these
requirements. Indeed, a{2) — aw, , α ( λ w ) — a{1) are linearly inde-
pendent. If χN = c2(α(2) - α(1)) + + ^ ( α ^ ^ - α(1)) then

By Lemma 6.2, the coefficients are nonnegative and, therefore, they
all vanish, which is also impossible.

Let du δi9 « , δn_1 be a sequence generating a profile. We know
that it generates a polyhedron f\n

rz\ X^d^ qr) of the kernel. The same
polyhedron can be generated by a different sequence δ°u δ°2, , δ0^
having the property that all the components of δ°r, except, perhaps,
one, are the empty set, yet, as long as the corresponding
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q°r = {Γf, Tf, -",Tζr} does not consist of single players, δ°r contains a
nonempty component. This is done in the following fashion: Renumber
the nonempty sets ϋ^Γ j ) , r — 1, 2, , n — 1, j = 1, 2, , ur which
appear in the δ/s lexiographically in r and j . You obtain a sequence
^ i , ^ i , . . , ^ i . If ^ s = ^ ( T 0 , set δ°s = ( 0 , . . . , 0 , ^ s , 0 , . . . , 0 ) ,
where ^ s is located such that it corresponds to the equivalence class
Γ;, s = 1,2, ••-,*, (Γ; must be an element of gs°), and the length
of the vector δ°s is equal to the number of elements in q°s. Let
<5?+i, <5?+2, •• ,^Li be vectors of proper length whose components are
the empty sets. Clearly, ΠrZlX^, qr) = ΓirZlX^i, qΐ). Therefore,
formula (4.14) remains true if one restricts the various sequences
generating profiles to sequences whose elements are vectors which
have at most one component different from the empty set. Such
sequences will be called elementary sequences.

DEFINITION 6.4. An elementary sequence δuδ29 ••',δn_1 will be
called completely separating, if at no stage is a player separated out.

We shall generalize Corollary 6.3 to completely separating ele-
mentary sequences.

LEMMA 6.5. Let δl9 δ29 •• ,<5W_1 be a completely separating ele-
mentary sequence generating a profile, n ^ 2. Let

where &r{Tf) Φ 0 , r = 1, 2, , t, and δt+1, , δn_t are vectors whose
components are n empty sets. There exists a subsequence of the
£&r(Tj)% which we renumber &u S$^ •••, ̂  , such that there exist
vectors a[p'ι\ a{p>l) e ^rp*, ρ = l,2, , σ, i = 1, 2, , vp, v? ^ 2, and

( i ) all the vectors α ( M ) — a{pΛ) are linearly independent, p —
1 , 2 , • - . , § , i = 2 , 3 , - - - ^ p ,

(ii) χ^ is woί α linear combination of the vectors which appear
in (i).

(iii) χ p

σ

= 1 (vp - 1) ^ λΛ - 1, wfeerβ λΛ = 2 + [log2 (w - J)].

Proo/. By induction. 11 n = 2 then ί = 1. Choose ^
and the lemma follows from Corollary 6.3. Assume that the lemma
is true for all nl9 nx < n, where n > 2β If t — 1, the lemma follows
again from Corollary 6.3. We therefore assume that t Ξ> 2. Choose
^ — ££f(N) — (Ti1), and select the equivalence class T}0 induced by
^ Ί which consists of the largest number of players, say p. If q is
the number of the equivalence classes which are induced by £&u then

(6.5) q Ξ> w/p if p divides ^ and g ^ [w/p] + 1, otherwise.
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From each equivalence class select a player and restrict the vectors
in i^i* to the selected players. By Corollary 6.3 applied to the re-
stricted vectors one deduces that the original t3$* contains λg vectors
α ( M ) , , a{1'Vl), where vx — λβ, such that a{1>i) — a{1Λ) are linearly
independent, i = 2, 3, , vu and χN is not a linear combination of
these differences. It follows from (6.5), since p < n, that

(6.6) v, ^ λΛ/p if p divides n v^ λ[n/j,]+1, otherwise; hence vx ^ 2.

From the remaining <52, <53, , δn_λ select a subsequence <?ri, <5r9, , δr _χ

consisting of those δr's whose nonempty components ^r(T]) are such
that Tr

3 c jΓj0, and, if necessary, δ's whose components are empty sets.
Restrict the consideration to the players in T2

JQ and form δrJT2

JQ —
( 0 , •••, ̂ .(Tjή/Tj, 0 , •••, 0 ) , if δ r ί has a nonempty component.
Otherwise, 8rJT)0 = ( 0 , . . , 0 ) ; i = 1, 2, . ., p - 1. Here, ^r<(Γj*)/ΓJ0

is restriction of ^(Γj*) to the players in Tj0 and the empty components
in δu/T;0 correspond only to the partition of T|o. The sequence δrJTj0,
δrJT}0, , δr JTj0 is a completely separating elementary sequence gener-
ating a profile for the players Tj0; hence, by the induction hypothesis,
there exists a subsequence of the ^ r (Tj) ' s , r ^ 2, which we renumber
as ϋ^2, ^ 3 , , ϋ^σ , such that there exists ^-dimensional vectors ά ( M ) ,
α('^'^ e {2f?\T)y, p = 2, 3, ,_σ, i = 1, 2, . . . , vp, vp ^ 2, and

( i ) ° all the vectors a{p>i] — ά{9Λ) are linearly independent,
p = 2, 3, -- ,σ, i = 2,3, •••, vp,

(ii)° χτh is not a linear combination of the vectors which appear
in (i)°,

(iϋ)° ΣΓ-aVp- l ) ^ λ p - l .
Choose vectors α'"'*' in ^ p * , ô = 2,3, , σ, such that a(p, i)IT)0—α(ivί).

We shall prove that the (α t p ' j ))'s (O = 1, 2, , σ, i = 1, 2, , vp, satisfy
(i), (ii) and (iii).

If Σ?-iΣ&Cp.<(αlPl<> - «(P)1)) = 0, then

(6.7) Σ cui(^1Λ)m0 - α'1'1'/^,,) = Σ Σ Cp.Xδ""41 - δ^'1')

Observe that each of the vectors a{1>i]/T2

J0 consists of either p zeroes
or p Γs, because Γ]o is an equivalence class induced by £%rlm Thus, the
left hand side of (6.7) is equal to cχr*0, where c is a constant number.
By (6.7) and (ii)°, c = 0; hence, by (i)°, cPti = 0, |O - 2, 3, , σ,
i — 2, , vp. Consequently, also cui — 0 and therefore (i) has been proved.

If 1N = Σ f = i Σ ^ ί p , i ( α ( P ) i ) - α(P>1))

Again, dp>i = 0, p — 2, 3, , σ, i = 2, 3, , vp; hence χN is a linear
combination of the (α ( M ) — α ( M ))'s which is impossible.
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In the proof of (iii) we distinguish two cases.

Case 1. p divides n. In this case, by (iii)° and (6.6),

(6.8) X (vp - 1) ̂  Xnlp _ l + λ 3 ) - l = 2 + [log2 (n/p - *)] + [log2 (p - J)] .
P = l

Case 2. p does not divide n. In this case, by (iii)° and (6.6),

( β 9 ) Σ (vP - 1) έ 2 + [log2 ([n/p] + ! - * ) ] + [log, (p - i)]

^ 2 + [log, rc/p] + [log2 (p - i)] .

A somewhat lengthy but straightforward calculation shows that the
right hand sides of (6.8) and (6.9) are greater than or equal to λn — 1.
This completes the proof.

We can now deduce the maximal dimension of the kernel. Actually,
we shall first deduce a bound for the dimensions of pseudo kernels of
^-person games and then exhibit a game with a kernel whose dimension
attains this bound. Let (N; v) be a game where v(S) ̂  0 for each
coalition S, but now we neither assume that v(i) — 0 for each i nor
do we require that v(S) Ξ> ̂ i e s v(i). The pseudo kernel of such a
game is literally defined exactly as in §2. (In particular, the payoff
configurations are required to satisfy xi ^ 0, i = 1, 2, , n, and not
Xi^v(i)). Pseudo kernels were introduced in [4], §7. They are
indispensable tools for the computation of the kernel (see [2]). Since
no use is made in this paper of the fact v(i) = 0, all the results, and,
in particular, the representation formula, hold also for the wider class
of pseudo kernels.

THEOREM 6.6. d(n) = n - 2 - [log2 (n - i)]. (See (6.3).) The same
formula holds for the maximal dimension of the pseudo kernel of
n-person game. x

Proof. Denote, as before, Xn — 2 + [Iog2(n — £)]. We shall first
show by induction for pseudo kernels that12 d(n) ̂  n — Xn. The theorem
is true for n = 1, 2, 3, since in these cases the pseudo kernel always
consists of a point. Assume that the inequality holds for all % < ny

n > 3. Let G be an ^-person game whose pseudo kernel attains the
maximal dimension. Represent the pseudo kernel J%Γ(G) as a finite
union of closed and convex polyhedra of the form Π?=ί -Xi( r̂, Qr), where
<5i, δ2, , δn_j. is an elementary sequence generating a profile. Let
C = C(δl9 δ2, , δn_i) be a fixed polyhedron having a maximal dimension;
then d(n) = d{ST(G)) = d(C). If du δ2, , δn_, is not completely sepa-

12 I.e., d(n) represents here the maximal dimension of the pseudo kernel.
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rating, then at least one player, say player i, is separated out at one
stage and therefore xx — 0 for x e C. By the method of deletion of a
player (see [4], §7) we know that C is contained in the pseudo kernel
of an (n — l)-person game; hence, by the induction hypothesis, d(n) :g
(n — 1) — λπ_! and, therefore, d(n) ^ n — Xn. If δu δ2, , δn^ is
eompletely separating, let δr — ( 0 , ••-, 0 , ^ ( T j ) , 0 , •••, 0 ) ,
r = 1,2, ••-,*, Sί+1 = δ ί + 2 = . . . = § ^ = ( 0 , . . . , 0 ) , where ^ ( T j ) =£ 0
for each r, r = 1, 2, , t. For each r, r — 1, 2, , t, each point x
of C must satisfy (among other inequalities) the equations e(S, x) —
e(T, x), whenever S, Te &r(Tr>f (see (4.10)). In addition, χr=i α< = v(ΛΓ)
By Lemma 6.5, these equations contain at least Xn equations which
are linearly independent. Hence, d(C) ^ n — Xn.

We shall now give an example of an ^-person game whose kernel
has precisely the dimension n — λΛ. For n — 1,2,3, any game will do. We
therefore assume n ^ 4. First, we construct for each w, n ^ 4, λw — 1
sets of coalitions £&n,u £3?n,2, , &n>\n-ι in the following fashion. Each
i^Λϊfc, Λ = l ,2, ,λ Λ —l, consists of two complementary coalitions. For
n = 2\ I = 2, 3, 4, , and & = 1,2, , Z, one divides the ordered sequence
(1, 2, , n) into 2k equal parts J5K, !?[% , J5i*U, where Bi%J, consists of
the players ((μ - \)2ι~h + 1, (μ - 1)2'-* + 2, , μ2ι~k), μ = 1, 2, . , 2*.
One coalition in ϋ^, / c is the union i?JKU-β^ U ••• U-Bi^-i and the
other is the complementary coalition. (See the characteristic vectors
for the case n — 8):

^ 8 * = { ( 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 ) , ( 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 ) }

^ 8 * = { ( 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 ) , ( 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 ) } .

&B% = { ( 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 ) , ( 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 ) }

If 2ι <nS 2 m , &r%th, k = 1, 2, , I + 1 are obtained from &2ι+itk>
fc = l ,2, . , Z + l , by restricting the coalitions to n players, in such a
way that no coalition remains with one player (this is always possible).
Define the game (N; v) by v(A) = 10* + | A \ /n if Ae &rntk, v(N) = 1
and v(S) — 0, otherwise. Such a choice assures that for every payoff
x, e(A, x) > e(S, x) if Ae &%yk and either Se £&ntl, I < k or S<g ^n>t.,
It follows, therefore, that every x which satisfies

f f i 1 Π \ 'v > Π 0 — 1 9 ••• w V 1 T — Λ* o( A v\ — £>( ~Kf A ΎΛ
\\J%±.\JJ JJ^ •—=_ \J, v — X, LJ) > '''j x-ϋ ^ i — -*-> ^ \ " ^ > *^/ — t>\±y uri, »Λ/y

whenever A e &n,ki k = 1, 2, - , Xn — 1,

generates a profile P(#) (see § 4) in which all the sets Fr

ά are empty.
Consequently, by Theorem 4.2, the polyhedron (6.10) belongs to the
kernel of the game. Since it is determined by λn equations and since
it is not empty (it contains the point (1/n, 1/n, , 1/n)), its dimension
is at least n — Xn. By the first part of the proof its dimension is a t
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most n — Xn. This completes the proof of the theorem.

THEOREM 6.7. Let N he a set of n players and let & =
{Bu B2, , Bm} be a fixed coalition structure. The maximal dimension
of a polyhedron of payoff vectors x such that (x, &) belongs to the
kernel of a game is equal to

(6.11) d(έ&) = n- [log2 (|| ^ || - *)] - m - 1 ,

where \\&\\ = Max l g igT O | Bά \ and \Bj\ is the number of the players

in the coalition BJΛ

Outline of the proof. Let d(&) = d(&, G) = d(C), where C is
one of the polyhedrons which appear in the representation formula.
Using Lemma 6.5 and an inductive procedure similar to the first half
of the proof of Theorem 6.6, one can show that the number of linearly
independent equations among the equations which are needed to sepa-
rate the players is at least X\\^\\ ~ 1; to these equations we have to
add the m equations ^\Bj Xι — v(Bό), j — 1, 2, , m. Thus, d(.o5;) S
n — [log (|| έ%? || — -J)l — m — 1. An example similar to the one given
in Theorem 6.6 shows that equality holds.

?• Improvements in the representation formula* If one wants
to use the representation formula (4.14) for actual computation of the
kernel of a game, one has to examine an enormous number of potential
polyhedra, even for games involving only 4 or 5 players. In practice,
however, most of these polyhedra turn out to be empty. For example,
the kernels of 3-person games and constant-sum 4-person games consist
of a unique point (see [4]). There remains, therefore, the problem of
deciding a priori which of the polyhedra in (4.14) are superfluous.
The analysis has two aspects: (1) Can one take away polyhedra from
(4.14) and still get a representation formula which is valid for all games?
(2) Can one deduce information from the characteristic function of a
specific class of games to determine a priori that certain polyhedra in
(4.14) are superfluous for this specific class? In this section we shall
study the first aspect. The second one will be treated in § 10.

None of the polyhedra in (4.14) can a priori be declared empty,
because for a given sequence, δl9 δ2, , dn_u generating a profile, it is
easy to construct games for which (4.11) is not empty. The simplest
game with this property is (N v), where v(S) = 0 for every coalition13.

It should be remarked that to each polyhedron which appears in
(4.14) there exists a non trivial pseudo kernel for which this polyhedron

13 Sometimes this is the only game. Take, for example, the sequence <5i — ({1, 23})
02 = ({2,12}).
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is not empty14.
We shall presently see, however, that many polyhedra can be

deleted from (4.14) because they are always contained in other polyhedra.

LEMMA 7.1. Let δu δ2, , δrQ be a beginning of a sequence gener-
ating a profile. Let

<7.1) X r o = (Ί Xi(δr, qr) ,
r=l

qx — {N} (see 4.13), and let xe X n Γ ° . Under these conditions there
exists a continuation δrQ+1, δro+2, , δ ^ such that x e Πr=ί Xi(δr, qr)

Proof. δu δ2, * , δ r o determine also the part qro+1 of the desired
profile. From here continue by the induction process described in
(4.4), (4.5) etc. δrQ+1(x), •• ,δΛ_1(a?) is the desired continuation, since,
by (4.10), and (4.13), xe Π ^ X ^ , qr).

LEMMA 7.2. If 2$(T3) and &*(T3) are two sets of coalitions in
, if Sr{T3)a^*(T3), and if F{£f(T3), T^dF^^T^ Td), then

(7.2) Xx(3r(TΪ)i T3) z> J f 1 (^*(Γ i ) > T3) .

The proof follows immediately from (4.10). Combining the two
lemmas we obtain the desired result:

LEMMA 7.3. With the data used in Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2, <3f*(T3) Φ
£έ?(T3), let T3eqro, let &{T3) be an element in δro, and let <?*0 be
derived from δrQ by substituting £&*(T3) for &(T3). Under these
canditions, one can omit15 <5*o from #(gro), without violating (4.14).

Proof. By Lemma 7.2, Xr°Z)X*r°, where

(7.3) X*'° = T\Xi(8r, Qr) n -Σi(ί*0> qro) .

Consider any sequence δly δ2, . . . , δro_u δ*0, <5*0+1, . , δ*^ generating a
profile P * . If

(7.4) xe Π Xλ{δr, qr) ΓΊ Xi(δ?0, q*Q) Π Π Xi(δ?, q*) ,
r=l r=rQ+l

then, by Theorem 4.3., xeSΓ. Also, xeX*r°aXr°; hence, by Lemma
7.1., there exists a sequence δu « ,<5ro, •• ,δ % _ 1 generating a profile

1 4 See the proof of Theorem 6.6, and the remarks which precede this theorem.
15 Hence, all the subsequent q?Q+i,δ?Q+i'8,q?Q+2fs, - ,δ*_i's,q*rs which are derived

from δ*Q are also omitted.
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P such that xe Π?=ί-XΊΦ , &•). Thus, δ* contributes no point to the
kernel which cannot be obtained by a different sequence. This com-
pletes the proof.

Another obvious short-cut which can be made in the definition of
&(qr) is to restrict oneself to vectors dr which have zero components
only when necessary; i.e., for Tj's which contain only single players.

DEFINITION 7.4. A set £&(T) of coalitions of the class £f (T) will
be called minimal under separation out if every nonempty proper
subset of £&{T) separates out players of T, with respect to T, which
were not separated out by £gf{T).

Summarizing the above results, we obtain

THEOREM 7.5. The representation formula (4.14) holds even if
one restricts the #(gr)'s to contain those vectors 8r which contain
only components ^(T})'s which are minimal under separation out
and which are nonempty whenever T) is not a single player,
r = 1, 2, , n - 1, j = 1, 2, - , ur.

8* Minimal separating sets* We have seen in the last section
that it is sufficient to consider in (4.14) sets of coalitions i^(Tj)'s
which are minimal under separation out. This is a significant reduction
in the representation formula. For example, if n — 4, there are 214 — 1
elements in #(#0; i.e., 16383 polyhedra that must be examined in the
first stage, according to (4.14). Restricting oneself to sets which are
minimal under separation out, the number of the polyhedra which
need to be examined is 93. It is therefore important both for theo-
retical and computational purposes to find a procedure which generates
the sets which are minimal under separation out. Such procedure
should lend itself to computer programming, because the number of
such sets increases rapidly with n. This section is a contribution in
this direction.

DEFINITION 8.1. Let / be a fixed set of players. A collection Sfτ

of subsets16 of I is called separating (for the set I) if F(^Iy I) = 0 .
It is called minimal separating if it is separating and if no nonempty
proper subset of &Ί is separating.

LEMMA 8.2. Let ££f(T) be a set of coalitions of the class
Let 1= T — F{&{T), T), and let ^ be a set of subsets of I which
is derived from £&(T) by restricting the coalitions of &(T) to the
players in I; i.e.,

16 We allow the empty set to be an element of
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(8.1) ^fj = {AΓ\I

With this notation, £gr{T) is minimal under separation out if and
only if

( i ) 2$i is minimal separating,
(ii) A,B

Proof. Suppose (i) and (ii) are satisfied. Let £&*(T) be a non-
empty proper subset of £&(T). Restricting the coalitions of £&*(T) to
the players in I, we obtain a nonempty proper subset ϋ ^ * of 3rι%

By (i), a player I, I el, is separated out by s&j*, with respect to I;
hence I is separated out by £&*(T) with respect to T. Consequently,
£&{T) is minimal under separation out.

Conversely, let £2f(T) be minimal under separation out. This
means that for every nonempty proper subset £&*(T) of £&(T) there
exists a player I, lei, who is separated out by ^ * ( Γ ) , with respect
to T. Moreover, there must be a player & in J who separates player
I out by £%r*(T). Indeed, if keT — I and k separates I out by
&*(T), then keF(^r(T), T) and there exists a player ko,koel who
has separated player k out by &(T) (see part iv of Lemma 3.1).
Clearly, k0 also separates I by £&*(T).

If (ii) is not satisfied, there exist coalitions A, B in 2$(T), AφB,
such that Af)I=Bf)I. Consider the set &r*(T) = &r(T) - {J5};
then its restriction to the players in I yields again the set Sfι% We
have seen that there exists a player k in I who separates a player I
out by £%r*(T),leI; consequently, F(^fI,I) Φ 0 . This is impossible
because, by the definition of I, 3fτ is separating.

We shall show that ^ > is minimal separating. Indeed, every
nonempty proper subset ^>** of ϋ?Ί is generated from a nonempty
proper subset £^**(T) of ^ ( Γ ) by restriction to the players of I,
and, as before, we obtain F(&!**, I) Φ 0 .

There remains the problem of constructing all the minimal sepa-
rating collections for subsets I of T. For each such set ^ > one adds
the players of T — I in all possible ways to the coalitions of ϋ^j so
as to leave them separated out by members of /. This is easily done,
at least theoretically.

Actually, it suffices to construct all the minimal completely sepa-
rating collections, i.e., collections which are minimal under the property
that every two players separate each other by them (see §6). Minimal
separating collections are then obtained by deleting collections which
are not minimal separating17 and adding players to the coalitions in
the remaining collections in such a way that each new player and a

17 E.g., {{12}, {13}, {24}, {34}} is a minimal completely separating collection which
is not minimal separating, because {{12}, {34}} is a separating collection.
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previous player are inseparable.
The following lemma serves to construct the completely separating

collections.

LEMMA 8.3. Let I = {1, 2, - -, m}, I = {1, 2, , m, m + 1}.

ί j ^ δe α collection of subsets of /. Denote

(8.2) ^ - {£ : S = S Π I, Se

(8.3) jgfί = { £ : £ e ^ αwd S c / } ,

(8.4) J2?2 = {S : S c I cmd S U {m + 1} e

ί/zis notation, & is a completely separating collection for ϊ if
and only if & is a completely separating collection for I and

(8.5) U { S : S e ^ } = J, Π { S : S e ^ 2 } = 0 .

Proof. If jg^ is completely separating collection for 7, then clearly
so is ϋ^. Moreover, the first relation of (8.5) holds, because ra + 1
separates no player fe in / out by ϋ?, nor are m + 1 and k inseparable
by ϋ^. Similarly, the second relation holds, because m + 1 is not
separated out by ϋ^. Conversely, if & is completely separating and
(8.5) holds, then player m + 1 neither separates any player k in I out
by £^, nor are m + 1 and k inseparable by ϋr. Moreover, by the
second relation in (8.5), player m + 1 is not separated out; hence &
is completely separating.

9. Desirability relations* Two players k and I are called sym-
metric in a game (N; v), if the game remains invariant when k and I
exchange roles, i.e., if

(9.1) v(S U {k}) = v(S U {I}), w h e n e v e r k , l $ S .

This symmetry notion proved to be a useful criterion in checking
the merits of various solution concepts for ^-person games; for it has
been felt intuitively that any kind of a solution (or, at least, the set
of solutions) should not distinguish between symmetric players.

An immediate generalization of in variance under symmetry, is
invariance under a group of permutations. Another possibility would
be to treat symmetric players as equal and define appropriately order
relations among the players. This line will be pursued in this section.

DEFINITION 9.1. A player k is said to be more desirable than a
player i in a game G — (N; v), and this is denoted by k ξ~ I, if

(9.2) v(S U {k}) S v(S U {i}), whenever k,lφS .
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This definition generalizes IsbelΓs notion of replacement, ([6] p. 428).
Intuitively, if fc fe ϊ, and k,l$ S, then S will prefer k to I as an

additional partner.

THEOREM 9.2. Desirability in a game is a reflexive and transitive
relation.

Proof. Obviously & is a reflexive relation. To prove transitivity,
let k & I, I fe m; we may assume k Φ m. Let S be an arbitrary
coalition such that k,m£S. li l$S, then v(S (j {k}) ^ v(S (j {£}) ^
i;(S U {m}). If ϊ G S, letting Sx = S - {I}, we then have v(S U {&}) =
v(Sx U {k} U W) ^ v(SλU{*}U{m}) ^ vφU{ί}U {m}) = v(S U {m}). Thus,
k ^ m.

Clearly, & and ί are symmetric if and only if k & I and I ξz k. In
this case we shall write k ~ I.

We say that a vector x — (xu • ••,#*) preserves the desirability
relation with respect to a game G, if k & £ implies % ^ a?ί#

THEOREM 9.3. The desirability relation is preserved by the
kernel18.

Proof. Let xe 3ίΓm Suppose that k ξ- I, but xk < xlm Let S be a
coalition in which I attains maximum excess against k; i.e., sι>k = e(S),
, S e y u . Let T = ( S u {k}) - {I}; then τ (T) ^ v(S). It follows that
e(T) > e(S), because ^̂  > xk. Thus 8Λfl > slik and α?, > % ^ 0; hence
Λ > ί, and a? cannot be in the kernel.

For a general coalition structure, Theorem 9.3 generalizes as follows:

THEOREM 9.3a. Let G be an n-person game, and let έ$ be a
coalition structure in G. Let (x; ̂ ) e J?f(G), and let k and I be two
members of the same coalition in &y such that k is more desirable
than I, then xk ^ xt.

A player I in a game G = (N; v) is called a dummy if v(S U {I}) ^
v(S) for all the coalitions S. Let x be an arbitrary payoff vector in
G, and let & — S&(N, x) be the set of coalitions having maximum
-excess among the coalitions of ^(N). Then, a dummy player I who
receives a positive payment in x can be in no coalition of 3f which
contains more than one player, because e(S U {I}, x) < e(S, x) (see (2.5)).
We shall show that also the 1-person coalition {1} cannot be in <3f.
Indeed, v(N — {I}) ̂  v(N), because ί is a dummy player; hence,
e(N — {I}, x) > e(N, x) = 0, because xt > 0. Therefore, the coalitions

18 Namely, it is preserved by x if (x, N) € 5f. See the end of Section 2.
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of £^ have a positive excess, whereas e({l}, x) = — xt < 0. We have
proved that & separates such a player out. Combining this result
with Theorem 4.2 we obtain:

THEOREM 9.4. Dummy players always obtain a zero payment
in the kernel.

Let us now say that k is strictly more desirable than I, (k s- Z),
if k ξz I but not I ξz k. Clearly, ε- is a partial order, and one may ask if
the kernel strictly preserves desirability, i.e., if k £-1 implies xk > xlr

for xej%". Unfortunately, the answer is negative:

EXAMPLE 9.5. Consider the 3-person game (123; v) where v(12) =
<L3) = 1, tf(123) = 3, v(S) = 0 otherwise. In this game 1 S- 2, 1 β- 3,
yet the kernel consists of the unique payoff vector (1,1,1).

Although we have seen that strict desirability is of little value
in the kernel theory, it may be applied in other aspects of ^-person
game theory. For instance, it is easy to see that the Shapley value
(see [11]) strictly preserves desirability. Another interesting application
is found in the representation of weighted majority games:

EXAMPLE 9.6. Let G = [q; wu wu , wn] be a weighted majority
game19. Clearly, wk ^ wι implies k ξzl, and therefore, the desirability
relation is complete. Focusing our attention on strict desirability we
can still say that wk — wx implies k ~ I; however, it is not true, in
general, that wk > wι implies k 8- I; because the weights of G are
not uniquely determined. One can only claim the following.

THEOREM 9.7. A weighted majority game G can be represented
by weights that strictly preserve the desirability relation™.

Proof. Let Su S2, , Sk be the equivalence classes of the symmetric
players in Go Denote by s3- the number of players of Sjy j — 1,2, , k.
For keSjy define w£ = (l/s^^es/Wi,, where [q; wl9w2, , wn] is any

19 We adopt the notation used by L. S. Shapley [10]. With this notation, a
coalition S is winning if and only if Σ,ίesWi^q.

2 0 One may hope that a simple game in which the desirability relation is complete
must be a weighted majority game. A counter example to such a conjecture has
been provided by R. J. Aumann: Consider an 8-person simple game, in which the
winning coalitions are {1458}, {2367}, all the coalitions which result from these if one
wants that 1 & 2 & fe 8 will hold, and their supersets. If this game is a weighted
majority game, then the sum of the weights is greater than or equal to 2q because
the game contains two disjoint 4-person winning coalitions. But the game contains
also the two losing complementary coalitions, {1278} and {3456), hence the same sum
is less than 2g, which obviously is impossible.
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particular representation of G. Then, [q; wf, wf, , wt] is the desired
representation.

REMARK. It is easy to see that the homogeneous weights of
constant-sum homogeneous weighted majority games (see J. von Neumann
and 0. Morgenstern [13]) strictly preserve the desirability relations.

The excess of a coalition (see (2.5)) plays a decisive role in the
kernel theory. In particular, one wants to be able to compare, if
possible, excesses of various coalitions with respect to the payoff
vectors of the kernel, without actually computing the kernel. To
achieve this we introduce:

DEFINITION 9.8. Let A and B be two coalitions in a game G. We
say that A is wealthier than B in G, and denote this by A ^ B, if

<9.3) v(B) ^ v(A) ,

and if, in addition, there exists a one-to-one mapping λ of a subcoa-
lition Au Ax c A, onto B, such that

<9.4) i & X(i), for each i, i e A1 .

Clearly the wealth relation is reflexive and transitive. By Theorem
9.3 and (9.4) it follows that if A ^ J3, then, in spite of the fact that
v(B) Ξ> v(A), for every payoff vector in the kernel of G, the total poyoff
received by the players of A is not less than that received by B. In
view of (2.5) and (9.3) one finds that e(B, x) ^ e(A, x) for x e 3ίT. Thus
we have proved:

THEOREM 9.9. A wealthier of two coalitions has the smaller
excess, in the weak sensef for every payoff vector in the kernel.

Just as in the case of desirability, we can say that A is strictly
wealthier than B(A > B) if A ^ B and B ^ A; and that A and B
are equally wealthy (A = B) if A ^ B and B ^ A. Both relations are
transitive, and, furthermore, they seem to be natural because of the
following:

THEOREM 9.10. If A = B then v(A) = v(B), and the mappings
which satisfy (9.4) must be functions which map players onto sym-
metric ones.

Proof. Clearly, v(A) — v(B) and A and B have the same number
of players. Let λ be a one-to-one mapping of A onto B such that
i & λ(i) for each i, i e A. Similarly, let μ be a one-to-one mapping
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of B onto A such that j ξz μ(j) for each j , j e B; then v — μX, is a
mapping of A onto itself such that i ξ- v(i) for each i, ieA.

In view of the finite number of players in A, there exists an
orbit i ξz v(ϊ) zz v\i) fe £: vk(i), where vk(i) = i; therefore, i ~ v(i)
for each i. Thus, i ~ λ(i) for each i in A and j ~ μ(j) for each j
in B. This completes the proof.

10 • Information on the characteristic function which sim-
plifies the representation formula* Even with the simplification
gained in § 7, the representation formula contains too many polyhedra
to make a joyful task of the computation by hand of the kernel of,
say, a 6-person game. In this section we shall show how knowledge
of the characteristic function, and, in particular, of the desirability
relations may be used to determine a priori polyhedra which need
not be computed—either because they are empty or because they are
contained in others.

LEMMA 10.1. Consider the game G = (2V; v) and let

(10.1) X(N; &) = {x : x e X(N), xk ^ xt whenever k ξz 1} ,

then, Theorem 7.5 remains true if
( i) ^ ( ^ ( Γ J ) , ΓJ) is replaced by

(10.2) xt{&(τ;), TJ) - -Xi(^(r;)f τ;) n X(N) &),

for each r and j .
(ii) 3ϊ(Tf) is taken to he the empty set whenever Tj contains

only symmetric players.

Proof. By Theorem 9.3, 3r(G)aX(N; Jc); therefore each of the
polyhedra which compose 3ίΓ is contained in X(N; fe); hence, making
the replacement (i) leaves f\n

rzX Xι{Sri qr) unchanged; i.e.,

(10.3)

where

(10.4)

n-1

r=l

X2(δr, qr) =

Qr)
r = L

K Qr) n

(δr, qr

X(N;

Restricting the sets &(Tj) as described by (ii) means that symmetric
players were left unseparated in the profile generated by δu •• ,δ%_1.
Consequently, Π S ^ r , ^ ) might, perhaps21, contain points which are
not in J%Γm This is not the case, since nonsymmetric players are

21 There may be now fewer proper intersections.
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balanced by the construction, and symmetric players are balanced
because they receive equal payoffs due to the fact that the payoff
vectors belongs to X(N; ξz). This completes the proof.

LEMMA 10.2. Let T be a subset of N and let £gf(T) be a collection
of coalitions of CS:\T). In order that XX{^{T), T) be nonempty, it is
necessary that

( i) for each coalition A in £gr(T) there exists no coalition B
in C(^(T) such that v{B) > v(A) and such that the players of B — A,
if such exist, are separated out by 3f(T), with respect to T; i.e.,
B- AdF{^{T), T);

(ii) either v(A± U A2) gL v{A^) + v(A2), or v(Ax (J A2) ^ v(N), whenever
Au A2 are disjoint coalitions in &{T) and AL{J A2 belongs to

Proof. Clearly, if condition (i) is violated, then XX{^(T), T) is
empty (see (4.10)), because x€ — 0 for i e B — A implies e(B, x) > e(A, x),
contrary to the maximality of e(A, x).
If condition (ii) is violated, then, there exist two disjoint coalitions
Λ and A2 in &r(T) such that A.U A2e

 C^(T), v(A1 U A2) > v(N) and
v(A1uA2)>v(A1)+i;(il2). \ix^Xl^{T),T), then β(ΛUA2,x)>e(N,x) =
0 and

e{A, U A2, x) > e(Au x) + e(A2, x) = 2 e(Al9 x)

consequently, e(Ax U A2, x) > e(Alf x), contrary to the maximality of
e(Au x). This again shows that X^S^iT), T) is empty.

We shall now pass to short cuts which can be deduced from the
desirability relations which may occur in a game. This is motivated
by Theorem 9.9 from which it follows that if xz^T, if Ae^(T,x)
and if A is wealthier than B, where B is a coalition in ^ ( T ) , then

, x).

DEFINITION 10.3. A set &(T) of coalitions of the class
will be called saturated (with respect to <^(T))f if

(10.5) A e ^r(T), B e &(T), A^B implies B e &r(T) .

THEOREM 10.4. The representation formula (4.14) remains true
if the following modification are made:

( i ) The sets ϋ {qr), r = 1, 2, , n — 1, are restricted to contain
only <5/s whose components are empty for T/'s which contain only
single or symmetric players and otherwise are saturated22.

22 Note that such a restriction on a &(qr) implies a restriction on the subsequent
possible qr+ιfs qr+2rs etc.
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(ii) Xχ(i^(T;), 27) is replaced by XZ(&(T;), Tj) (see (10.2)) for
each r and j .

Proof. Clearly, the resulting left hand side expression of (4.14)
subject to the above modifications is contained in J%Γ (see the proof
of Lemma 10.1).

To show the reverse inclusion let x e J%Γ. We shall define a profile
P*(x) in a way quite similar to the profile P(x) which has been defined
at the beginning of § 4:

Starting with qf — {N}, 8f(x) = £gr(N, x) (see (4.2)), suppose we
have arrived at a q?(x) = {T{, T2% . , Tr

u). For each Tj which consists
neither of a single player nor of symmetric players, let S^{T], x) be
the set of coalitions in ^ ( T j ) which obtain a maximum excess (with
respect to ^ ( Γ j ) ) . These sets are saturated (with respect to ^ ( T j ) ) .
If Tj consists either of a single player or of symmetric players, we
define £^(Tj, x) bo be the empty set. Let

δ*(x) = (<&(T!9 x), . ., ^r(Γ; r > x)) ,

then g*+1 is defined in the usual fashion. Clearly, δf(x), δf(x), , δ?_i(α;)
satisfy all the restrictions of the theorem and x e (*\n

rz\ Xz{δ*, q?).

EXAMPLE 10.5. Consider the 4-person game (1234; v), where
v(U) = v(2A) = v(U) = v(23) = v(1234) = 1, v(S) - 0 otherwise. Clearly,
for every payoff vector x, the maximum excess is positive and is
therefore attained only by coalitions of positive value. Thus, only such
coalitions are candidates for &(N), since, otherwise X2(£gr(N),N) —0.
Moreover, since 1 -3 2 ~ 3 -3 4, which implies {24} ~ {34} ^ {14} and
{24} ^ {34} > {23}, it follows that a saturated &r{N) must contain
either {14} or {23}, and it contains both coalitions if it contains at
least two coalitions. But if £gr(N) consists of one of these coalitions,
then again X2(^f{N), N) — 0 . Consequently, a saturated £2>{N) is
either &x - {{14}, {23}} or ^ = {{14}, {23}, {24}, {34}}. We need not
consider the second case, because ^ i c ^ 2 and F(^u N)czF(^2i N).
(See the proof of Theorem 7.5 and the remarks which follow this
example.) Thus, δ^q,) = ({{14}, {23}}). There is no need to further
separate between player 2 and player 3, because 2 ~ 3. Consequently,
δ2 ~ £gr(14) has one component which consists of coalitions of the class
^(14) . The only saturated possibility which gives rise to a nonempty
polyhedron is <52 = (^(14)) =.({{24}, {34}}). We conclude that
JST = Xt(δlt 1234) Π X2(K U), which is the unique point (0,1/4, 1/4,1/2).

Theorem 7.5 (and Lemma 10.1) suggest improvements by restricting
the £&(Tj)'& to be minimal under separation out. Theorem 10.4 sug-
gests improvements by considering only saturated ϋ^(Tj)'s. One should
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be careful, however when one applies both theorems simultaneously.
Take, for example, the 4-person game (1234; v), where

t;(12) = i;(13) = v(24) = v(te) = v(1234) == 1, v(S) = 0

otherwise. Here (1/4, 1/4, 1/4, 1/4) e 5ίΓ. It is obtained as a point in
X2(^r(N),N) only for a ^(ΛΓ) which is {{13}, {24}} or {{12}, {34}}
or {{12}, {13}, {24}, {34}}. The first two sets are minimal under sepa-
ration out but are not saturated, whereas the last set is saturated
but it is not minimal under separation out. Thus, if one restricts
£&(N) to be both minimal under separation out and saturated, one
will never obtain (1/4,1/4,1/4,1/4). The correct procedure would be
either of the following two:

( i ) For a given Tj consider all sets ^(Tj) which are minimal
under separation out and delete from them nonsaturated ones provided
that by adding less wealthy coalitions you reach a set which is minimal
under separation out.

(ii) For a given T;, consider all the saturated sets .^(T1/),
and delete from them sets which are not minimal under separation
out provided that for each set £&*(Tj) which you delete there
exists a saturated set ^**(T;) such that &r**(Tj)cz &r*(Tj) and

EXAMPLE 10.6. Consider the 6-person weighted majority game
[8; 5, 4, 2, 2,1,1], We shall illustrate our method by computing its
kernel.

Let x e X(N; fe) (see 10.1), then, by Example 9.6, xί^xft^x8 =
%4 έ xδ = x6. Obviously, (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) g J?Γ (because slt2(x) < s2fl(x)
with respect to this payoff vector). Therefore, in order to apply
Theorem 10.4, it is sufficient to restrict oneself to payoff vectors for
which xux2> 0. In other words, both players 1 and 2 must not be
separated out at any stage (see (4.10), (4.13) and (4.14)).

Obviously, the maximum excess s^x) (see (4.3)) of any payoff vector
must be obtained at some minimal winning coalition, and s^x) > 0.
Consequently, no losing coalition is in &(N) = £&(q^. Moreover, if
s^x) is obtained in a winning coalition S which is not a minimal
winning coalition and if T is a minimal subcoalition of S, then the
members of S — T must obtain a zero payment in x.

Since 1 and 2 are not separated out, them two possibilities may
occur: (i) &r(N) contains the coalition {12} and does not intersect both
^ , 2 and ̂ \Λ (see (2.6)). By the previous remarks, and since players
who are separated out receive a zero payment in X2(^(N), N), it
follows that xz = x, = x5 = x6 = 0 for xe X2(^r(N), N). Consequently,
s^x) == 0, which is impossible, (ii) £&(N) intersects either ^ , 2 or
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2,1 and therefore it intersects both sets. Examinning the minimal
winning coalitions and taking into account that xeX(N; fe), we find
that in order that X2(£gr(N), N)Φ<2, &{N) Γϊ ^ , 2 must contain the set
j ^ i = {{135}, {136}, {145}, {146}} and &(N) Π J ^ , i must contain at least
one of the following sets: jgr2 = {{234}} or ^ 3 = {{2356}, {2456}}.

Clearly, &{N) Φ ^ U ^ = ^ and &(N) Φ^U^ΞΞ ^rδ, because
in both cases player 2 is separated out; therefore &(N)ZD&4\J {12} Ξ ^

or &(N) D ^ f i U {12} Ξ= &Ί or i^(iV) z> ̂  U ̂ 5 = ^ 8

Suppose ^{N) = ^ 6 , then players 5 and 6 are separated out and
#5 = x6 = 0. Now, for x e X>(^6, iV), (̂α?) = e({234}, a?) ^ β({2356}, x);
hence «τ4 = a;3 = 0, and, clearly, β({12}, x) cannot have a maximum
excess. Thus, X 2 ( ^ β , N ) = 0 . Similarly, if &{N) 3 ^ 6 , then ^( iV)
must contain other coalitions such that players 5 and 6 may obtain
a positive payment in X2(£&(N), N). This is possible only if, in
addition, ^{N) D &7. We are therefore left with the two possibili-
ties: &{N) Z) 2ϊΊ and £?(N) ID ^ 8 e

Clearly, ^7 and ^f8 are completely separating, saturated sets (see
Definitions 6.1 and 10.3) and every set containing any one of them is
completely separating. By Lemma 7.3 (see also Theorem 7.5), it is
enough to consider only &Ί and ^ as candidates of £gr(N). Therefore
^T - X 2 (^ 7 , N) U X 2(^s, N) - [(4/13, 3/13, 2/13, 2/13,1/13,1/13) (1/4,
1/4, 1/4, 0, 0, 0)] U [(4/13, 3/13, 2/13, 2/13, 1/13, 1/13) (1/2, 1/2, 0, 0, 0, 0)].
This is a F-shaped configuration.

EXAMPLE 10.7. Consider a 5-person game, whose characteristic
function satisfies: v(25) = v(35) = t;(45) = 1, ^(123) = 11/12, v(S) = 1 for
all the remaining 3 and 4-person coalitions, ^(12345) = 2 and v(S) — 0
otherwise. We shall compute the kernel of this game.

Clearly, x1 ^ x2 = x3 ^ %±S π6f because 1 ^ 2 ^ 3 ^ 4 ^ 5 . Also,
(0, 0, 0, a, 2 — a) $ J%7 because sU5 = 11/12 > 0 and s5Λ ^ 0 with respect
to this payoff vector. Consequently, x2, χz, x4, x5 > 0 for every payoff
vector in J^7 a n ( i w e c a n restrict ourselves to collections for which
at most player 1 is separated out.

For each payoff vector x, s^x) ^ 0; therefore the maximum excess
must be obtained in coalitions from the set: {{25}, {35}, {45}, {124},
{134}, {234}, {123}}. By saturation

{45} e &(N) - {25}, {35} e

{234} G &(N) => {124}, {134} e

{25} G ̂ f(N) - {35} G

{124} G &r(N) <=> {134} G

A saturated j^(N) which does not contain {124} implies xA ~ 0
for xe X2(^(N), N), because player 4 is separated out by such set.
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Similarly, a saturated £gr(N) which does not contain {25} implies xδ — 0
for x G X2(&r{N), N). Therefore &r(N) => {{25}, {35}, {124}, {134}} = ^ .
Since ϋ ^ is a separating saturated set, we have to consider only the
case &(N) — ^ in the first stage. In this case

X2(^(N), N) = {x I x e X(N; fe), xδ = Xι + α?4, ̂  + 2a;2 ^ 11/12}

and players 1 and 4 have to be separated in the next stage.
It should be noted that st(x) = 0 for xe X2(£?(N), N), because

e({35}, x) + β({124}, x) = 0 and e({35}, x) = e({124}, x) .

Suppose that, for a certain ^({14}), player 1 is separated out,
then, for xe X>(^({14}, {14}), x1 = 0 and therefore the coalition {1}
belongs to £&(N, x) (see (4.2)). But, since x4 > 0 for payoff vectors
in ^%7 it follows that for such payoff vectors player 4 is not separated
out in £2f{N, x), and therefore players 1 and 4 separate each other in
&(N, x). Consequently, when computing the second stage, we need
not worry about player 1 being separated out. Whether xx is equal
to zero or not for a payoff vector in ^ 7 this payoff vector must be
contained in X2(^({14}, {14}) for some £^({14}) in which players 1 and
4 separate each other.

Because of the saturation conditions, the results of § 7 and the
remarks which precede Example 10.6, it is enough to let &(q2) contain
only the following sets:

^ = {{4}, {1}} , 3ft = {{4}, {125}, {135}} , ^ Ξ {{4}, {123}} ,

^ Ξ {{45}, {1}} , &>, = {{45}, {125}, {135}} , ^ ^ {{45}, {123}} ,

^r 8 = {{234}, {1}} , ^ = {{234}, {125}, {135}} , &* = {{234}, {123}} ,

If {4} e ^({14}), then x± = x4 for x e X2(^({14}), {14}), because
xx < x,, implies §1Λ{x) > β4ll(a;). The only payoff vector x which may
perhaps result is (1/3,1/3,1/3,1/3, 2/3), which is not in X2(^({14}), {14}),
because -1/3 = e({4}, x) < e({45}, *) = 0. Thus, ^({14}) can only be one
of the ^ ' s , i = 5,6, , 10. A straightforward computation shows that

u N) Π Xl&t, {14}) = Xl^, N) n X 2 (^ 6 , {14})

= [(0,1/2,1/2,1/2,1/2) (1/24,11/24, 11/24,12/24, 13/24)] s I, ,

&» N) n xi&u {14})

= [(7/24, 8/24, 8/24, 9/24, 16/24)(l/24, 11/24,11/24, 12/24,13/24)] = It ,

n x 2 ( ^ 8 , {14}) = xι&ι, N) n x,{^, {14}) = 0 ,

= [(7/24, 8/24, 8/24, 9/24, 16/24) (11/36,11/36, 11/36, 14/36, 25/36)] = J3 ,

and therefore J%^ =• Ix U /aU 1% is a union of three straight line segments.
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11* Favorablness relations* If many desirability relations occur
in a game, Theorem 10.4 yields a significant reduction in the represen-
tation formula. In general, however, even if a complete order of desira-
bility of players exists, the methods described here do not filter out all
the superfluous polyhedra, and we know of no general method which does.
We can suggest, however, another method which may be quite powerful
even if no desirability relations exist at all. This will now be explained.

LEMMA 11.1. Let Tjeqr and let δ°r, δ°reΰ(qr), have the set
as its j-th component. Let

(11.1) = {x : x € X(N; fe), e(A,x) = Max,eaf (rJ) e(S) - β(Γ;, x)

for all Ae^r(

If there exists a coalition B in ^ ( Γ j ) , which does not belong to
&(TJ), such that e(B, x) = s(Tj, x) for each x in Xs(^r(T;), T;),
then one can remove δ° from23 ΰ(qr) and Theorem 10.4 still holds.

Proof. Clearly, if δ°r is removed, the right hand side of (4.14) is
contained in J^7 To prove the other inclusion, let x be a payoff vector
in JyΓ* and P*(x) be the profile constructed in the proof of Theorem
10.4. Clearly, if ^ ( Γ j , x) contains &(T}\ then it also contains the
coalition B; hence x is determined by the sequence δ?(x), •• ,<3J 1̂(#),
which satisfies the requirements of the theorem.

DEFINITION 11.2. Let T be a subset of N and let 3){T) be a
collection of coalitions of the class r^(T) in a game (N; v). A player k is
said to be more favorable than a player I with respect to &(T) and T,
if k,leT and there exists a coalition A in £&(T) which contains player
I and does not contain player k, such that

(11.2) v(A) ^ v((A U {k}) - {I}) .

Such a favorableness relation will be denoted by24 k §3 ^(T)l. Note
that the "weak" player I is put here in a nonsymmetric role with
respect to

LEMMA 11.3. Let x be a payoff vector in a game (N; v), and let
, X) be the set of those coalitions among the coalitions of rέ?

which attain maximum excess s(T,x) with respect to x. If
then xk ^ χι%

23 And such a removal may of course reduce the sets qr+ι, 9(qr+ύ, , Qn-i,
n-ύ, Qn.

24 We are only interested in the relation £z&(τ,x) *Έr^{τ,x) plays no role here.
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Proof.25 Suppose xx > xk. There exists a coalition A in £&(T, x)9

leA,k$A, for which (11.2) holds. Clearly, (A U {k}) - {l}e <jf{T).
By (11.2), e((A (J {k}) - {I}, x) - e{A, x) ̂  xt - xk > 0, contrary to the
maximality of β(A, cc).

REMARK 11.4. In view of the previous lemma, we extend from
now on the definition of favorableness with respect to &(T) by
transitive closure. Similarly, because of Theorem 9.3, and since we
are only interested in payoff vectors of the kernel, we can combine
the desirability and favorableness relations with respect to a &(T)
and close them by transitivity. We shall refer to such an operation
as a combined desirability-favorableness relation.

DEFINITION 11.5. Let T be a subset of N, and let &(T) be a
set of coalitions of the class C^(T) in a game (N; v). We say that a
coalition A is more prosperous than a coalition B, with respect to
&(T), if A, Be ίf(T), if v(B) ̂  v(A) and if, in addition, there exists
a one-to-one mapping λ of a subset Ax of A onto B, such that either
i fe ^(DMΌ o r ί £3 MΌ> ̂ G ΛL (compare Definition 9.8). Such a relation
will be denoted by A Ξg

LEMMA 11.6. 7/ x e ^ i/ Ae^(T,x) and A^^{Ί,>X]B, then
Be £&{T, x) and x{ — 0 for ie A — Ax Here £&{T, x) is defined as
in Lemma 11.3 and Aλ is described in Definition 11.5.

Proof. e(A, x) ̂  e(B, x) because A, Be C^(T) and Ae &r(T, x)..
By Lemma 11.3 and Theorem 9.3

e{B, x) = v(B) -ΣXi^ v(A) - J , xt = e(A, a;)

and the rest of the proof is straightforward.

By Lemma 11.6, we can impose another type of a saturation
condition on the sets ^(Γ j ) ; namely, require in Theorem 10.4 that,
in addition to the other requirements, if Ae ^r(Tj) and Be<^(Tj),
and if A^^^B, then Be^(Tj). The remarks which follow
Example 10.5 are valid also in this case.

EXAMPLE 11.7. Consider the 5-person game (N; v), where v(S) — 1
for Se {{12}, {24}, {34}, {23}, {14}, {35}, {25}, {12345}}, and v(S) = 0 other-
wise. Its desirability relations are 1 ̂  2, 3, 4, 3 ^ 2 , 4 ^ 2 , 5 ̂  2, 3, 4.
The following table can easily be computed.

25 Note that unlike the case of Theorem 9.3, we do not require x to belong to
the kernel.
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If S is in

S

{12}

{24}

{34}

{23}

{14}

{35}

{25}

then the
in .

{14}

{14},

{35},

{34},

{35}

{34},

{14}

{35},

T's
)

T

{12},

{14},

are

{25}

{12}

also

,{35}

,{25}

and the combined desirability
favorableness relations are

l f e

1 =
-1

1 =

J> 2 = ^4

J> 4 = J>

rβ = β 3 = ^4 = sδ

J> 5 fe β l

Looking at the various candidates for &(N), we can somewhat shorten
the computations by the following observations:

a. For x e Jϊt; it follows from the desirability relations and from
Theorem 9.3 that x2 > 0. Therefore, only such ^(JV)'s need be
considered, for which player 2 is not separated out.

b. For x e <βt~, #3 + x± > 0. Indeed, otherwise, player 3 will out-
weigh any player who receives a positive payoff. Therefore, only
such ££f{N)'& need be considered for which either player 3 or player
4 is not separated out.

In order to satisfy α. and 6., &(N) must contain at least five
coalitions. A glance in the secend column of the table shows that
any such set must contain coalitions {12}, {25} and {34}, which implies
that all the players must be equal under the combined desirability-
favorableness relations. Thus, all the 2-person winning coalitions
must be in &{N) and (1/5,1/5,1/5, 1/5,1/5) is the unique point in
the kernel.

The same ideas can further be generalized by introducing favora-
bleness relations among sets of players. We shall state the definitions
and the lemmas, but the proofs will be omitted; they resemble the
proofs of Lemmas 11.3 and 11.6.

DEFINITION 11.8. Let T be a subset of N, and let &r(T) be a
set of coalitions of the class r^{T) in a game (N; v). A set of players
{&!, k2t , ka) is said to be more favorable than a set of players
{li, h, > h)i w ί t h respect to £?(T), if &!,•••, ka, lu , lβe T, and
if there exists a coalition A in £&(T) which contains the second set
and does not intersect the first set, such that

(11.3)
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Moreover, this definition is further extended by transitive closure26.
We shall write {kl9 •••,&«}

LEMMA 11.9. Let x be a payoff vector in a game (N; v) and
let £&(T, x) be the set of coalitions among the coalitions of
^(T), which attain maximum excess s(T, x) with respect to x. If
{ku , ka} £z&{τ,x) {ll9 , lβ} then xh + . . . + xka ^ xlχ + + xlβ.

DEFINITION 11.10. Let T be a subset of N, and let &(T) be a
set of coalitions of the class ^(T) in a game (N; v). We say that a
coalition A is more prosperous than a coalition B, with respect to
&r(T), if A , δ e ^ ( Γ ) , if v(JB) ^ v(A) and if, in addition, there exists
a partition {An, A12, •••, Alt} of a subcoalition 4̂̂  ̂ c ^ l , and a par-
tition {Bl9B2f '"9Bt} of I?, such that either Alu = BV or Alv

v = 1, 2, , ί. We write A ^

LEMMA 11.11. If xeX(N; &), i/ i e ^ ( Γ , x) α^d A ^ ^(iP,β,J5,
ΰ e ^ ( ϊ 7 , x) and xt = 0 /or £e A — A1# Here, &(T, x) is

defined as in Lemma 11.3 cmd At is described in Definition 11.10.

Thus, in addition to the saturation condition, involved in Theorem
10.4, on the sets ^ ( Γ j ) one can require that if Ae&r(T;),Be c^{Tf)
and A ^ (̂2»j)jB, then JSe ^ ( Γ j ) . The remarks which follow Example
10.5 are valid also here.
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